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Classroom Program

Spring 2015 update



Student work, Sciences

• Basin Studies (LSU; 29 students) 

• Conservation Biology (LSU; 7 students) 

• Environmental Disruptors of Development 
(Boston College; 28 students) 

• Neurobiology (Marquette University; 60 
students)



Basin Studies

• Twenty-nine students 

• Five in mainspace 

• Kutai basin (new article through AFC) 

• Porcupine Seabight (existing article) 

• Maracaibo basin (existing article) 

• Tyrrhenian basin (copied to mainspace) 

• Angola basin (copied to mainspace*)





Conservation Biology

• Seven students 

• Species articles 

• Procambarus natchitochae (new) 

• Multicoloured tanager (expansion, stub) 

• Callinectes sapidus (expansion, non-stub)



Environmental Disruptors of 
Development

• Twenty-eight students in class 

• Solid contributions, range of articles 

• Problems with User:Smokefoot 

• See also Mass Spectrometry



Neurobiology

• Sixty student editors 

• Working with groups 

• Sandbox edits 

• Review requested before posting to 
mainspace 

• TurnItIn report run before submission



Humanities courses

• Social Work Practice with Community and 
Social Systems (Rice University) 

• History of Western Canada (Trent 
University) 

• Art Since 1945 (University of Pittsburgh) 

• Theater History from 1642 (CUNY 
Brooklyn)



Humanities articles

• Sophie Treadwell, 
expanded by 
Jessiechapman 

• Sentimental comedy, 
expanded by Gilliark 

• Marriage 'à la façon 
du pays’, expanded by 
Qwertyus

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophie_Treadwell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentimental_comedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marriage_%27%C3%A0_la_fa%C3%A7on_du_pays%27


Ramping up as we speak

• London Paris (CUNY Graduate Center) 

• Freshmen Reading and Composition (Diablo 
Valley College) 

• Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(Vanderbilt University)



Classroom Program Update



Spring 2015 Class Goals

Goals

Returning instructors 60

NWSA 15

ASA 15

LSU 10

Organic growth 20

Float / misc 10

TOTAL 130



Spring 2015 Numbers

Goals Current

Returning instructors 60 52

NWSA 15 5

ASA 15 3

LSU 10 6

Organic growth 20 32

Float / misc 10

TOTAL 130 98



Spring 2015 Numbers

Goals Current

Returning instructors 60 52 (8)

NWSA 15 5 (10)

ASA 15 3 (12)

LSU 10 6 (4)

Organic growth 20 32 12

Float / misc 10 N/A

TOTAL 130 98 ( -32 )



Potential Classes

•5 classes pending support, engaged in active 
communication

•3 classes pending support, instructor 
unresponsive

•19 instructors interested (outreach)



Enrolled Students: 1635
•53% through training (vs. 28% in 12/2014)



Classroom Program: 
Other News & Activities

• Building relationship with WikiProject Med 

• Engaging in community discussions concerning 
communication with instructors, templates, course pages, 
and other topics 

• Communication with outreach leads 

• Outreach via an edit-a-thon, Wikipedia Day 

• Integrating translation assignments into support offerings 

• Developing processes for tracking class metrics 

• Renovating Trophy Case (in progress)



Incidents

• Hyalophagia, et al. 

• Multiple concerns from editors about student work 

• Engaged on editor talk pages and article talk, email with instructor 

• Outcome: Editors ok, instructor may leave 

• Neuroscience articles 

• Student discussion on article talk suggested problematic changes, 
was not clear they were part of a class 

• Engaged on ENB, user talk, and email 

• Outcome: Resolved, productive discussion about talk page disclosure



Incidents

• Chemistry topics 

• Uncivil comments from editor towards students concerning their 
edits and talk page messages 

• Engaged on multiple user and article talk pages 

• Outcome: Resolved, editor redacted comments 

• Psychology topics and course page 

• Some issues with student work lead to confused discussion on year-
old active course page of not-yet-supported class 

• Worked quickly with professor via phone to set up new page and 
move discussions. Engaged editors on course and user talk pages 

• Outcome: Resolved, currently supported, productive discussions



Incidents

• Students in unknown classes 

• Student writes in sandbox that he will create an article on himself or an imaginary 
person. Comes to ENB. Resolved. Instructor will be working with us next term. 

• Student in edit war at the gold cluster article, leaving messages for editors not to 
change anything because grades nigh. Comes up at ENB, ANI, and several user 
talk pages. Resolved. Phone call with instructor, who will work with us next term. 

• Issues at imperialism article. Comes up at ENB. Resolved. Connected with 
instructor who will be in touch next term. 

• Multiple issues with edits to MEF International School Istanbul. Engaged on user 
talk, article talk, and ENB, connect them to education resources in the area. Page 
had to be protected. 

• Many students editing learning styles and learning theory articles. Brought up at 
ENB. Ongoing. Found professor, but received an out-of-office message. Addressing 
on article talk.



Educational partnerships

March 2015 update



The last 3 months



Formalizing partnerships

• Academic associations 

• National Women’s Studies Association 

• Association for Psychological Science 

• Midwest Political Science Association 

• Universities 

• Louisiana State University



Outreach to potential partners



Supporting existing partners

• conference exhibits 

• workshops and presentations 

• articles, website copy, ads, emails  

• meetings and maintaining a relationship



Failures
Or things that are not working out as planned



University 
partnerships

Why aren’t more interested in formally 
partnering to expand on their campus?



Original vision

University centers will support courses with 
Wikipedia assignments as self-sustaining, 
relatively autonomous, mini-Classroom 
Programs.



The challenge

Incidents, incidents, incidents!  

The less hand-holding we do with courses, the 
more likely they are to have an incident. 



Learning

• faculty want to support instructors and 
students, but they must be flexible  

• faculty are less likely to say “no” or to insist 
on using our tools and best practices  

• faculty cannot keep up with our changes 

• they don’t have the Wikipedia know-how 

• campus growth limitations?



Moving forward

• formal training/certification 

• give more autonomy to these faculty 

• narrow focus within universities: libraries



Open question: do 
we continue 
pursuing university 
partnerships?  



Academic 
associations

Why aren’t these producing the kinds of 
numbers we expected? 



Original vision

Academic associations will play the recruitment 
role: they will promote our program and 
encourage their members to participate. We will 
see a lot of growth in the discipline and can focus 
our materials on more specific content gaps.



The challenge

These aren’t growing as fast as we would like.  

Partners are enthusiastic and pushing our 
program to their members, but we didn’t see as 
much of a splash this term as we hoped for.  



Learning

• These partnerships have long-term goals, 
and we should expect results that take some 
time.  

• Still our best option for targeting content 
gaps.   

• Top-down matters.  

• Not ready to give up!



Other thoughts? 


